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I have questions about...
1 H&S #2 How is this different tahn the PWSA Vrolin arrangement?
What is analysis that compares costs of the three strategies
When/how do we exit the partnership and gain full control?
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I am concerned about...

Accountability: Will the agreements be strong enough is it actually protecting customers? Liability?
Ensure PWSA customers share in cost savings with P3
Implementabiliyt: P3 = veolia
How does rate payer $$'s leaving pgh benefit us? 100% reinvesment?
What further steps will IMG take to continue to include the public?
How will current contacts be impacted?
Changing of peusions for existing employees
All the green stormwater being done by contractor
As in veolia-its too late when you find out the private firm screwed up
Don't trust P3 to put people before profit
PWSA should still be under some city control
How is ths different than with Veoilia that got us into the lead problem in the 1st place?
Accountability: Who is ultimately accountable for fuck ups like lead pipes? PWSA> Veoila? What are the measures?
Who is responsible for contract agreement for water quality and ensureing they are accountable?
Who is responsible for accountability? Does AG sue? What measures besides once a year?
What private company(ies) have a good track record?
How do we ensure green 1st approach is priority and not could require but will require
Without proper problem definition, it's not possible to suggest what mus tbe fixed. Trust & Transparency
Don't know where I stand on residency requirement for all PWSA employees. Just the board?
Cutting corners to increase profit
Not staff residency requirement?
What happened wiht Veolia again?
Provide short-term housing for short/limited time positions?
Corporations controlling a basic need is against my values
Emergency Staff
Contract "could" require a green approach??? Not would?
How to create more transparency without taking people and resoucres away from pressing daily tasks
Accountability column is very vague - would like more specific/strong promises
Private captial always comes with strings attatched
How to prevent any private partner from controlling flow of info, and thus blocking effective public oversight
Who/what is contractor and its role? Consultant?
Removing power/oversight from public
Does PWSA board develop protocol to effectively monitor contractor? Safe guards in place?
Ineffective contractor would be hired? What's the process? Who has oversight-PWSA board
Dashboard created to meet goals and priorities? Accountability?
Lots of "layers" of the "contractor"
How far will private investor go to recoup money/make profit in a failing/high price system
oncerned with valididty of this statement...
-Leasing assets is a form of losing puclic control
Would in coming workers be union?
Bad Veolia outcomes in Flint and Pgh
All PWSA workers and employees of contracotr must be union- ratio of public/private #'s of employee's?
Profit motive adds costs
How does this save money when a profit is expected?
Definition of "best practices" (profit? public safety?)
Ensuring green infastructure concerns are met?
Maintaining public control
Cutting corners and poor labor practices to increase profits
Taking control out of public hands-loss of accountability
Poor folks
Black folks
Not being able to afford water as a human right
Safe, clean, affordable water
In allocating capital, how does the public have influence to make decisions to benefit Pgh's economy?
Want workers to be locally hired. They should be fully invested in work/community
What other resources could provide funding besides corporations/contractors
Public gets a say in deciding the contractor
What are we going to do to hold people accountable for past mistakes (ex. past investment $73/person present: $13/person)
Workers remain PWSA employees, not contractor employees
How do we ensure water is provided to people who have difficulty affording?
Any private contractors hired must have unionized labor that are hired locally
Rates would increase because of capital's need? What about the needs of Pgh residents?
Health and Safety: metrics for collecting water quality before after change Collab with UPMC to identify water quality improvement standards
If the PWSA isn't under control of the mayor/city council, where's the opportunity for public input? and how is the board appointed?
We need a comprehensive affordability plan that would require all companies and organizations to pay water timely
Our new PWSA leadership seems bright, committed and inovative. Why do we assume they're not up to the task of spending money wisely (and requiring
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This is first public meeting.
No just public option
City owns assets should be owned by PWSA
Cost to consumer with P3
No P 3's
Take politics out of PWSA
Keep public
I am concerned about NDA's and secret contracts with private companies
Where are the savings to come from?
Public-Private partnership still allows us to be harmed and lose money like happened with Veolia
Can a P3 be used to build a fully public org- 5-10 years in future eg. use training
Want public ownership for accountability but hiring expert personnel to plan and manage as public employees.
The make up of the board-need experts in water on there
A P3 cutting corners especially silently
Are we just hiding future costs rather than be aware of them now? ie. are the savings from a P3 real?
How do we make sure a private partner prioritizes, public good over profit?
Terminating contract is an option, but if somethign goes wrong, how is it address before the contract is up?
Can we put liability on the private entity for mistakes, and have guarentee there's enough money to cover them?
Major water break $2.5 million dollars to repair- appx. 350 lt/pipe $7000/liters. Cost of city of pittsburgh 28 ft deep 24 ft wide. L wall 1.5ft wide/ Soldier
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of time waiting for truck, delivery etc. Need to evaluate doing this work. Privatizing exc, materials, excavating, Ultimately lose laborere, 66 operating engineers Only would require 1st op eng. 1 lead pielayer, ...that costs at least 50%
Safety PWSA not obligate to standards what is PWSA workmen's cost rate payroll. Repair to norton st., a house, trench was over 6' deep, not sloped, no trench box. A serious intious customers pay for all lost time, hospital ect.
Where the money comes from and if wehre the money comes from woudl affect desire/demand for green infastructure plans
I am concerned that the purpose of this is to make us feel involved, rather than genuiinely seeking our input
How do our answers to these questions change when we consider and separate storm water utility and a stormwater fee system?
Whether this is true, how is contractor selected- with out political bribes?
Motivation for profit overshadowing public interest!
If there is profit to be made, it should accrue to the public (lower rates, better parks, etc)
Long term viability of new investments/short term profit-taking
If there isn't, then a private contractor will seek short term gains and get out! There's no magic!
The lack of public funds to address our national emergency that started when $$ was reduced as our infastructure was crubmling we should be lobbyiing for a mkuch bigger piece of the national pie
Accountability: we can vote out or protests local leaders but how do we complain about a far-off company
Also: take money and run? Leaving Pittsburgh with the problems?
What is the lowest level of lead that you are looking to achieve, that is safe?
Profit motvie impacting decision makeing
What do you have to do and what do we have to do to achieve that goal?
Everyone must pay their fair share (no free rides)
Can there be different strategies with different revenue streams?
Why does it take so long to repair reported problems...qualified personnel to teach new systems when necessary
Can different strategies be applied to different rates: water delivery vs. sewers v. stormwarter etc!
How do you structure the contracts to ensure an incentive to complete long term capital improvements?
How do we ensure another "Veolia" doesn't happen under this model?
How is new/independent PWSA board appointed?
Length and negotiation of contacts to ensure right controls/strategic prorities are in place and who would go for this contract?
Why woudl a P3 take < year to issue RFP and negotiate? Seems like the process could take much longer
Who are the companies that do this so we can research their issues and successes?
Are we putting "efficiency" ahead of higher quality service?
Similar to Veolia contractor-will we make progress
Will this model be able to address the lead remediation/aging infr. challenge?
Making profit at expense of public
How much privitization woudl there be under this model?
Fair treatment of labor; pensions
Who would select the board?
Accountability
When comparing voilate the contract do they even suffer the con()?
Is a broad concept that has worked out badly in other cities
This sounds like veolia wait longer?
Cutting corners? To make profits?
How much more will rate payers have to pay so we can pay a contract to a P3?
We have not learned our lessons from Veolia in recent past
Where does the profit come from?
Bringing in a private partner will reduce the long term capability and number of skilled staff
How long a contract? 5 years, 20 years, 50 years?

